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How is it possible that the conservative elite, Washington insiders, and mainstream media were so
completely out of touch with reality during the 2016 US presidential election cycle? We were all
wrong! The greatest political upset in our lifetime. None of us saw this coming are just a few of the
confessions pundits, experts, and anchors expressed when it emerged that Donald J. Trump was the
winner. Yet, while most of the political establishment and pundits missed the boat, there were many
who recognized the growing Trump phenomenon in early spring 2016. And there were some who
recognized, even during every seeming Trump-created meltdown or mistake, that Donald Trump
not only could win, but would win. What did they see that others didn t? More importantly, how
could so many experts and smart people get the election so totally wrong? And why are they still
considered experts? American Greatness is an analysis and indictment of the mainstream media,
liberal commentariat, and conservative establishment that implicitly undermined, if not insulted,
some 60 million fellow Americans when they treated Donald Trump s candidacy as a sideshow. With
so...
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This publication is fantastic. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom You are going to like just how the author write this publication.
-- Ha r m on Wa tsica  II--  Ha r m on Wa tsica  II

It in a single of my personal favorite pdf. It really is writter in basic words instead of hard to understand. Your daily life period will be transform as soon as
you complete looking over this pdf.
-- V ena  Sa uer  DDS-- V ena  Sa uer  DDS
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